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Abstract – Data has evolved into a large-scale data as big data in 
the recent era. The analysis of big data involves determined 
attempts on previous data. As new era of data has spatiotemporal 
facts that involve the time and space factors, which make them 
distinct from traditional data. The big data with spatiotemporal 
aspects helps achieve more efficient results and, therefore, many 
different types of frameworks have been introduced in cooperate 
world. In the present research, a qualitative approach is used to 
present the framework classification in two categories: 
architecture and features. Frameworks have been compared on 
the basis of architectural characteristics and feature attributes as 
well. These two categories project a significant effect on the 
execution of spatiotemporal data in big data. Frameworks are able 
to solve the real-time problems in less time of cycle. This study 
presents spatiotemporal aspects in big data with reference to 
several dissimilar environments and frameworks. 

 
Keywords – Apache Hadoop, big data analytics, spatiotemporal, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Big data is used for collecting datasets, which are high in 

volume, complex in variety, high in analysing the speed of data 
(velocity), and ambiguous with respect to expansion at a steady 
and frequently rapid rate (veracity). To store both unstructured 
and structured data, it is necessary to have new techniques with 
new tools, which are capable of analysing, making decision, 

working efficiently and optimising the processes. The 
complexity and volume of big data are always a big challenge 
for analysing the data [1], [2] as shown in Table I below.  

The data is a valuable asset of an organisation and big data is 
a question to the following needs of an organisation [1]: 

• Availability of massive data in the form of clear and 
accurate information. 

• Development in terms of big data for efficiency and 
performance is a key feature for an organisation. 

• Discovery of the knowledge base, which is extracted 
from big data, will be the primary information for an 
organisation to form new business standards with new 
business policies that adjust new service offerings to 
employees and customer. This is business analytics, 
which is performed by third parties.  

• Division of massive data to related department, 
customers for offering business and marketing flow, 
which are changing day by day. 

• Executed information is used as the power of taking 
decision for an organisation. 

In many studies, the big data potential value has been 
discussed in different applications, such as big data in the US 
health care, European public sector administration, global 
personal location data, U.S. retail, and global manufacturing; 
here value is over $1 trillion U.S. dollars per year [3].  

TABLE I 
BIG DATA 4VS BY PWC [1] 

Traditional techniques and issues Big data differentiators 

V
er

ac
ity

  Does not account for biases, noise and abnormality in data  Data is stored, and mined meaningful to the problem being 
analysed 

 Keep data clean and keep “dirty data” from accumulating 
in your systems 

V
el

oc
ity

  No real time analysis In real-time: 
 Dynamically analyse data 
 Consistently integrate new information  
 Automatically delete unwanted to ensure optimal storage 

V
ar

ie
ty

  Compatibility Issues 
 Advance analytics struggle with non-numerical data 

 Framework accommodates varying data types and data 
models 

 Insightful analysis with very few parameters 

V
ol

um
e 

 Analysis is limited to small data sets 
 Analysing large data sets = High Costs & High Memory 

 Scalable for huge amounts of multi-sourced data 
 Facilitation of massively parallel processing 
 Low-cost data storage 
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The value of big data in the areas of customer intelligence, 
supply chain intelligence, performance improvements, fraud 
detection, and quality and risk management is $41 billion per 
year in the UK alone [4], [5]. The reusability of data for 
analysing and making strong decision in a critical situation 
causes to think about the security and privacy measures of data, 
and it is an important issue to be taken into consideration. The 
worth of big data depends on their use and reuse. Normally, cost 
is unconfined when dissimilar datasets are joined together to 
answer big questions. The answer of big data received after 
analysing is more valuable than the amount of data [6]. The big 
data has a high risk factor, because the analysis of big data helps 
predict the future output. If the analysis is not done properly, it 
causes the prediction or decision to be wrong. That is why the 
quality of data is a significant point to be taken into 
consideration for any organisation. The big data nowadays is 
highly useful in many organisations, such as the banking sector, 
healthcare, industrial, learning and transportation, which helps 
obtain the analytics to get accurate results [7].  

The study of big data extends the thoughtful knowledge to 
the area, where big datasets are divided into major aspects 
involving storage, execution, method, and speed as spatial and 
temporal data execution. Spatial data characterises location, 
shape and size of an object, such as a mountain, lake, building, 
or township. It represents the information by including 
attributes that will deliver more information about the object. 
The GIS is mostly widely used to access, manipulate, visualise, 
and analyse the geospatial dataset. In its turn, temporal data 
represents an attribute in the form of time instances and period 
[8]. It describes different data types and stores relevant 
information to the past, present, and future, e.g., the land-use 
patterns of Karachi in 1990, or a heavy rainfall in Karachi, 
Pakistan on Thursday, 31 August 2017. The time datasets are 
collected to analyse the dependent and independent variables in 
data [9], [10]. The data has been gathered from many sources 
like manual data entries, data from simulation models or data 
using observational sensors and stored in a temporal database 
not in a conventional one, as a conventional database captures 
individual current portrait of reality whereas a temporal 
database stores data in time and allows time-based reasoning 
[11]. A temporal data management system (TDBMS) is a 
system that delivers built-in provision for the time dimension, 
as well as special services for storage, querying, and updating 
data with respect to time. A temporal DBMS can distinguish 
between historical data, current data, and data that will be 
effective in future. A temporal DBMS provides a temporal 
version of SQL, including enhancements to the data definition 
language (DDL), constraint specifications and their 
enforcements, data types, data manipulation language (DML), 
and query language for temporal tables [12], [13]. The spatial 
and temporal datasets have many types of frameworks to 
achieve big data and design on the basis of analysis, storage, 
and access availability at any time [13]. The big data processing 
frameworks are responsible for calculating complete data in a 
database system. The framework is divided into three focal 
points of areas, as follows [14]. 

A. Batch-only Framework 

The running of large programs without communicating to an 
end user is called batch jobs and due to frequent execution of 
these programs they are called batch processing. Based on batch 
concept, Apache Hadoop framework was developed to run 
large size of programs with nominal human interaction [14]–
[16]. 

1. Apache Hadoop 
Hadoop was the first open-source framework for big data 

processing with execution of batch processing technique. 
Hadoop re-applied the Google algorithm and modules for huge 
scale of batch processing to be available. The Hadoop modern 
version works on multiple layers, such as HDFS layer – stands 
for Hadoop Distributed File System that can storage and 
replicate data across the cluster nodes, YARN layer – stands for 
Yet another Resource Negotiator, which is a cluster 
coordinating component of the Hadoop Stack, and MapReduce 
layer that is a native batch processing engine. Hadoop 
methodology influences analysis, permanent storage, and 
generating of multiple tasks per time cycle that lead to slow 
processing. However, Hadoop – MapReduce can run huge 
datasets on less expensive components using Hadoop cluster 
functionality. Apache Hadoop – MapReduce processing 
method is a well-defined batch processing model, which can run 
where no significant time factor is involved. Compatibility and 
grouping with other frameworks mean that Hadoop can 
frequently assist as the foundation for numerous processing 
workloads [13], [14], [17], [18].  

B. Stream-only Framework  
Streaming is a process of infinite tuples of the procedure 

generated continuously in a time (a1, a2, a3 … an, t). Stream 
framework provides processing before storing data as compared 
to Hadoop that stores data then processes it [19]. To make 
processing efficient, Apache Storm and Samza frameworks 
were introduced. 

1. Apache Storm 
Apache Storm is used for pure stream processing loads with 

very strict potential requirements. Storm has option for 
assignments that need nearly to be processed in real time. It can 
execute a huge amount of data and deliver outputs with minimal 
delay as used by other solutions. Storm is possibly the best 
resolution obtained for near real-time execution of data. Storm 
does not perform batch processing. However, Storm with 
additional software, like Trident, provides micro-batch 
processing capabilities, which give users a flexible environment 
to solve the problems. This makes Storm advantage over other 
processing methods. In terms of compatibility of Storm, it can 
integrate with Hadoop’s YARN, to make increase in remaining 
Hadoop deployment. Storm has very extensive language 
support, enabling users to make many decisions for significant 
topologies [13], [14], [20], [21].
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Fig. 1. Big data intellectual challenges [27]. 

 
2. Apache Samza 
Apache Samza is another example of a streaming framework. 

Samza has an optimal solution for streaming workloads that 
strongly merge with Hadoop and Apache Kafka communication 
system. Samza is a design to take advantage of Kafka’s 
architecture. It uses Kafka to provide buffering, state storage 
and fault tolerance. Kafka mirrors the way of MapReduce using 
HDFS, when batch processing calculation is performing, many 
problems arise, while stream processing provides solutions to 
many problems. Java Virtual Machine (JVM) language is the 
only language supported by Samza. Samza cannot provide low-
cost performance and compatibility with current systems [13], 
[14], [22]. 

C. Hybrid Framework  
Hybrid framework is a group of two or more frameworks that 

can be modified and retrieved by a user [23]. Based on this 
concept, both batch-only and stream-only frameworks are 
combined together to work more efficiently for users. Apache 
introduced Apache Spark and Flink frameworks based on a 
hybrid framework. 

1. Apache Spark 
Apache Spark is a next generation framework, which 

includes benefits of batch processing with stream processing 
abilities as a hybrid framework for big data analysis and 
optimization of workloads. It uses many of the Hadoop – 
MapReduce principles. Spark focuses on the speed issue of 
batch processing by implementing the complete in-memory 
computation with advanced directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
scheduling and fast optimization in processes. Spark deals with 
micro-batches concept, which is a design to execute streams of 
data as a sequence of very small procedures (batches) that can 
be controlled using the native semantic of batch engine. For this 
buffering technique, it is used as sub-second increments. 
Spark’s main benefit is its adaptability as a standalone cluster 
or combined with an existing Hadoop cluster. Spark also has an 
environment of libraries that can be used for machine learning.  

Spark runs on RAM, which increases the speed of processing 
much faster [13], [14], [24], [25]. 

2. Apache Flink 
Apache Flink is also a hybrid framework using stream 

processing and batch tasks. It considers data stream batches 
with finite boundaries as a process of executing batch 
processing as a subdivision of stream processing. Flink’s stream 
processing approach follows the Kappa architecture or Lambda 
architecture processing method. Kappa architecture simplifies 
the model to handle all incoming data. Flink offers data 
streaming API to work on absolute streams of data. For storing 
state, Flink can work with a number of state back ends 
depending on varying levels of complexity and persistence. 
Flink’s batch processing does not work on real-time streaming 
data; it supports bounded datasets. Therefore, Flink stores 
snapshots of data, which are removable from batch, but still 
recoverable. Flink is possibly best suitable for organisations, 
which have heavy stream execution requirements and some 
batch-oriented tasks. Storm and Hadoop programs are able to 
run on YARN-managed cluster [13], [14], [26].  

The frameworks are implemented to solve the execution of 
big data with spatiotemporal datasets. In the real world, we now 
have data as bigger datasets, which are in the form of 
structured/unstructured, and storing of big datasets is possible 
(using cloud services, extensive memory space, etc.), but 
managing, creating data links/relationships, execution and 
finding more accurate results to take decision or prediction are 
the challenges of big data as shown in Fig. 1 [27], [28].  

The following problems are solved by using spatiotemporal 
datasets: 

• Live traffic monitoring [29]. 
• Real-time moving objects [30]. 
• Google Earth and Google Maps [31], [32]. 

The ArcGIS in version 10.6 release explores the 
spatiotemporal big data storage, which has many features plus 
real-time data and tracking Id concept [33]. 
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Real-time execution of large-scale data was introduced in 
Apache frameworks to make a more productive environment 
for analysing the un-structured, semi-structured and structured 
big data, which have been produced by different mechanisms 
using GPS, GIS and others from social media. The frameworks 
have different approaches to solve spatiotemporal issues in big 
data, which help in the study to develop a thought that 
frameworks should be divided into architectural characteristics 
and feature attributes for finding the accuracy and performance 
adorable. The focus of the study is to represent work done in 
spatiotemporal aspects of big data with different frameworks 
and show attributes that can help in managing, storing, 
execution and processing of spatiotemporal data. The paper is 
organised as follows: Section II provides a review of literature; 
Section III describes material and methods used; the research 
results are provided in Section IV, and Section V discusses 
future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Authors in [34] focus on spatiotemporal system with both 

practical and theoretical areas. Some topics are discussed in 
respect to spatiotemporal data, such as visualization for natural, 
data mining, network cell modelling, parallel algorithms, 
veracity of data, complex simulation model, privacy and legal 
issues, etc. In [35], authors describe the challenges of datasets 
called spatial big data (SBD) problem. A new technique is used 
as a temporal detailed (TD) road map, which uses road sensors 
to produce complete information about roads and travel time 
with respect to speed that helps solve SBD challenges. 
According to authors in [36], finding potential patterns in 
datasets involves spatial and temporal data mining. Different 
types of algorithm approaches can be used here, such as 
regression model, Markov random model, and Gaussian 
process learning. It opens the way to develop different new 
approaches and methods for the compression and sampling of 
datasets. 

Vatsavai and Bhaduri in [37] illustrate that the drastically 
inverse spatial and temporal big data has been observed by 
devices and social media sites. The analysis of huge data is very 
useful, but the execution of processes in a spatial big dataset 
makes them slow, costly and complex. To overcome these 
issues, strong algorithms are required, such as spatial auto 
regression (SAR) model, Markov random field classifiers 
(MRFC), and Gaussian process (GP). Some applications as 
discussed in [36] are high evolutional part of temporal datasets 
to execute the accurate geographic location of substance. They 
need efficient algorithms and support of spatiotemporal 
infrastructure. To support these challenges, a strong 
computational and I/O model is required to achieve full benefits 
of big spatiotemporal data. Authors in [38] focus on the 
problems of spatial datasets that involve space, storage, 
execution, analysis etc. and compare them to traditional data 
models. SBD has challenging tasks to compute, technology and 
methodology, which reflect as platform, analytics, and science. 
For these issues, some solutions are HDFS, OLAP, and SAR 
based ensemble model. For SBD platform, apache Hadoop, 

(MapReduce framework) is best suitable to execute data and 
deduct the node failure automatically. 

According to [39], the big data grows from multiple sources 
and new technologies that make it cost effective, as well as big 
data has multi-dimensional nature, sometimes isolated source 
and sometimes multiple sources. The Hadoop GIS is used with 
top level of MapReduce technique for integration of spatial 
queries and lower level with different types of queries. Ming-
H. Tsou in [40] provides a review on the big data application, 
techniques, and tools in reference to Geo informatics system in 
geography and GI Science and focuses on fast computing, cloud 
and grid computing, data mining, machine learning, 2D- 3D 
spatial databases, GPS, GIS and navigation. In [41], authors 
clarify that there are many spatial datasets introduced on the 
market, such as global positioning system (GPS), vehicle EM, 
social, etc. Spatial big data (SBD) refers to the value 
prepositional dataset that helps find a computational platform. 
SBD executes the point value, linear dataset, and merges with 
SBD raster dataset using GPS, VGI, and UAV, which involve 
the real-time data. The SBD involves infrastructures, such as 
MapReduce, Hadoop, Spark, etc. According to authors in [21], 
big data gives benefits to the business and improves the 
performance. Big data involves execution, storage and large 
datasets with space and time to achieve the accuracy and 
efficiency. Apache Storm is one of the frameworks used; it 
works based on real time processing and is best for fault 
tolerance issues. As compared to Apache Hadoop, Apache 
Hbase, Apache Spark, YahooS4 (Apache Incubator), Apache 
Storm is present to assist in real-time distribution of stream 
data. Apache Storm has five key features, which help execute 
twitter tweets. Authors in [25] describe how big data is analysed 
and helps to retrieve valuable information. An example of 
Twitter tweets is used with Apache Spark. Apache Spark is a 
cluster-computing tool and performs micro-batch real-time 
called Spark streaming. Spark processing proves that it works 
on real time streaming of datasets at low latency, flexibility, but 
Spark is not an easy tool to work and requires powerful data 
representation. 

Authors in [42] present an idea of cartographer on big data 
and social media data, which has been created by different 
devices that can help transform global space to real-time space. 
The collective struggle on developing cartographers can make 
an efficient visualization approach improve the reliability of 
crowd-sourced big data and approximation of probability of 
generating social media messages. In [43], authors describe the 
large crowd during Hajj and discuss how to manage this crowd. 
This is a challenge, and the aim of a method is to collect 
multivariate records from a very large crowd equipped with 
multi-sensory smart mobile phones, automobiles, and 
community networks. According to authors in [44], the rapid 
growth of data from different mobile devices and applications 
contains GPS and GIS functionality in datasets. The datasets are 
divided into two types: ranging and migration. Some general 
additional solutions are used to handle the index layer, e.g., 
HBASE, CASSANDRA, and Mango DB. The three types of 
geospatial big data models are discussed, e.g., MPP-based 
relational databases, NoSQL (MapReduce) based data store, 
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and the hybrid solution SQL-on-Hadoop. The aim of the 
combined solution is to use the layer of MMP, SQL-on-Hadoop 
and Hadoop on a cloud data platform. In [45], authors explain 
the drastic increase of spatiotemporal big data along with the 
development of urban atmospheres. To solve the problem, a 
spatiotemporal data model is presented, which has the basic 
concept of a compressed linear reference (CLR) approach to 
transform three-dimensional (3D) system into a two-
dimensional (2D) one that can be stored and managed in 
traditional spatial databases. According to [46], big data causes 
numerous aspects for GIS. The big data volume and velocity 
affect the spatiotemporal concepts of storing and analysing. 
Many challenges drawn by big data and solution of big data 
variety by land use/land cover change (LUCC) are based on 
geospatial cyber infrastructure (GCI), which optimises the big 
variety of data and identifies the changes in pixels, which 
develop an image to identify the relative number of changes The 
method introduces spatial temporal LUCC with RS datasets, 
which increase the variety of datasets used in big data. 
Temporal topology is a more flexible and efficient method used 
for solving problem. According to authors in [47], the 
increasing demand in spatial big data and high resolution 
applications of geographic information system (GIS) are 
causing issues for a traditional GIS system to manage and 
perform efficient computation. The present state of parallel GIS 
has evolved into two parallel GIS architectures on high 
performance computing (HPC) cluster and Hadoop cluster; 
furthermore, some GIS algorithms are implemented. Authors in 
[48] describe the data analytics as a self-importance feature of 
big data that contains the spatial processing impact as a 
historical data prototype. The analysis helps solve the critical 
tactics of data analytics. In [49], authors present big data 
challenges and a basic method for gathering big data 
dynamically. When the big data is fed into GIS, data has a 
source and transformation service with a dedicated path to 
information and getting result. Big data involvement in GIS will 
increase a hypothesis for collection of geographic dataset, 
which improves scientific solutions. According to authors in 
[50], the climate change and simulation modelling are 
generating large datasets with involvement of spatiotemporal 
attributes. The datasets provide the global challenges as climate 
change, natural disasters, and diseases. The indexing approach 
is introduced to handle critical data analysis efficiently. The 
spatiotemporal grid parallel approach, grid partitioning 
strategy, and more infestation are required with Spark. In [51], 
authors state that house pricing is an issue, because pricing 
increase or decrease causes many issues to evaluate the process 
by space-time dynamics with big data. The nearest neighbour 
analysis is applied to calculate the spatial distribution. The 
kernel density estimation is used on ArcGIS 10 for calculation 
of datasets. Then system is able to identify high and low 
frequency of prices. According to authors in [52], spatial-
temporal data models are characterised by some differential 
equations, which identify the spatial-temporal features and 
comparison between the storage efficiency and management of 
data. The different types of spatial-temporal data models are 
used to compare lower storage capacity and space complexity, 

but can also solve limitations of spatial-temporal difference 
equations by compressing spatial-temporal data. According to 
authors in [53], the growth in new sensing devices help discover 
the spatial, time and range determination problems. For 
presenting the big data features suitably and automatically as 
compared to a classical approach, the texture descriptors from 
diverse margins of wavelet transformation are proposed. The 
descriptors contain statistical, directional (gradient histogram), 
periodical (autocorrelation), and a low-frequency statistical 
(Gaussian mixture model) models. The rationality of texture 
descriptors with confirming outcome from three different 
factors of wavelet transformation give better outcomes as 
compared to classical texture categories. Therefore, the texture 
descriptors are suitable for remote sensing of big data general 
prospects with simple design and spontaneous meaning. Kuien 
et al. in [54] describe the gap between the cloud storage and data 
warehouse storage, as the cloud based architecture uses the 
outside storage having unlimited planetary at high obtainability 
and low cost of preservation/repairs. The infrastructure of data 
warehouse is different from the cloud infrastructure as massive 
parallel processing (MPP). To solve the problem of MPP for a 
cloud, a middleware design has been built as an open-source 
model named GPCloud. According to [55], big data is a 
challenge, which is a difficult problem to be addressed in real 
world; a solution is anticipated based on the association analysis 
by storylines. The first method is storytelling and matching the 
dots by distance-based Bayesian inference, which includes 
spatial data for finding similar events; the second method is 
inference and forecasting of spatial association index and last 
method is a link analysis using spatio-logical inference for 
calculating the storylines in diverse positions, limited data 
volumes to forced districts, the concluding powerful event with 
filtering unrelated events and the means of events to aggregate 
big data. These methods help analyse, search, broadcast and 
predict the events. 

In [56], authors describe the change in extreme weather and 
quality of infrastructure, which cause the high valuable devices 
to calculate the weather impacts using spatiotemporal technique 
in big data. The government introduced the solar system to 
predict the weather impact on the nature. To develop a robust 
system with accurate analysis of weather conditions, they need 
the spatiotemporal data as big data to make decision and avoid 
the influence of weather on human and nature. For 
implementing any approach to overcome the effect of weather 
on the electric power system, a wide-ranging examination 
should be executed with high volume of data from risk based 
insulation coordination, lightning hazard, and prediction of 
vulnerability with Gaussian conditional random fields (GCRF) 
regression. The solar generation prediction has been also 
proposed in the model that leads to the temporal and spatial 
correlations among different locations and improves the 
accuracy of prediction approach. Authors in [57] describe the 
analysis of massive datasets by using existing tools, such as 
Apache Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark, GeoSpark, and Spatial 
Spark. A new tool such as STARK is introduced among all 
these. In [58], authors discuss fast growth of spatial and 
temporal data by applications, such as mobile computing, 
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wireless messaging, and global navigation satellite systems 
(GNSS). The proposed model is a keystone on the way to 
efficient real-time working and tracking of objects through 
spatial and temporal stream grouping of data. According to 
[59], authors bring an idea of ST-Hadoop for the first time in 
the market of spatial and temporal data. The ST-Hadoop works 
on pre-defined processes of Hadoop, such as languages, data 
types and improved indexing approach of loads, and it divides 
data over Hadoop Distributed File System that makes 
computation efficient through the nodes and works on 
spatiotemporal queries of range and joins. The extensive 
approach allows enhancing the large-scale dataset over billions 
of spatiotemporal minutes.  

According to authors in [60], the drastic advancement in data 
technologies is the cause of high volume of data that needs to 
be stored. The data is generated by IoT, GPS traffic data, and 
analysis of meteorological observations of physical world, 
which improve the area of wildfire management risk analysis. 
By using real-time meteorological spatial and temporal data, a 
system is proposed that integrates a disaster management 
system to address the challenges of wildfire. Lakshmi et al. in 
[32] present a concept of big data to analyse from different 
sources like Twitter, Facebook, satellites, etc. The method deals 
with heterogeneous data from satellite imagery patterns, remote 
sensing data, aircraft data and other devices. The classification 
method uses Google Map reduce C4.5 algorithm with Hadoop 
MapReduce framework, and the output obtained is more 
accessible, cost effective and efficient as compared to previous 
outputs. In future, the social media data is also going to be 
integrated with this classification method. According to [61], 
the authors state that geospatial information is increasing along 
with the increase of big data. Spark framework is developed for 
distributed computing framework in Hadoop ecosystems. To 
handle spatial queries at large-scale datasets, the GeoSpark 
SQL framework is proposed, which gives achievement on 
execution of efficient storage and high level-parallel 
computing. The experiment is performed for storage, spatial 
operator approach, and spatial query optimization that gives 
result as GeoSpark SQL, which is able to achieve the goal in 
real-time and perform more accurately spatial database 
processing. Furthermore, the GeoSpark SQL deals with kNN 
and spatial join queries. 

III. MATERIAL & METHODS 
Spatiotemporal data involves the time and space factors, 

which make them distinct from traditional data. Nowadays the 
data is growing very drastically as big data is of high volume, 
velocity, veracity, and variety, which make it complex to 
manage. The big data with spatiotemporal aspects helps achieve 
more efficient results and, therefore, many different types of 
frameworks have been introduced in cooperate world. In this 
study, a qualitative approach is used to present the framework 
classification in two categories: architectures and features. 
Frameworks have been compared on the basis of architectural 
characteristics and feature attributes as well. These two 
categories project a significant effect on the execution of 

spatiotemporal data in big data. This study is based on 
qualitative research methods [62]. 

The frameworks based on architecture have the batch-only, 
stream-only, hybrid processing frameworks. The batch-only 
involves the Apache Hadoop methodology influence analysis, 
permanent storage, and generation of multiple tasks per time 
cycle that lead to slow processing, but Hadoop – MapReduce 
can run huge datasets on less expensive components using 
Hadoop cluster/ grid computing functionality. Hadoop uses the 
HDFS, YARN, and MapReduce layers to store the 
spatiotemporal data [13], [14], [18], [63]. The stream-only 
framework involves Apache Samza and Apache Storm 
processing systems [64]. Apache Samza has an optimal solution 
for streaming data and uses the KAFKA communication system 
and Samza has the storage layer of HDFS – MapReduce for 
batch processing with partitioned scalability. It executes data in 
the form of message using only JVM programming. Apache 
Storm works on real-time streaming framework for processing 
huge amount of data and delivering output with minimal delay. 
Storm uses the Trident to execute the micro-batch processing 
with processing of each tuple of data at once and YARN storage 
layer is used by storm with hash map function to execute in-
memory problems. Storm works with any programming 
language [20], [22], [64].  

The hybrid involves the combination of batch-only and 
stream-only framework and presents faster computing 
framework Apache Spark and Apache Flink [65]. Apache Spark 
is known as “Lightning-Fast Cluster Computing” framework. It 
uses Apache Hadoop Hbase, Cloudera, and Impala processing 
engine libraries for near real-time stream processing and micro-
batching processing with layer of MapReduce on top and for 
complete in-memory computation, it performs advanced 
directed acyclic graph (DAG) scheduling and fast optimising 
using Hadoop cluster and is reliable to execute data in the form 
of streams. It works with any programming language like Java, 
Python, Scala, R, etc. [24], [66]. Apache Flink uses Kappa/ 
Lambda processing system with multiple layers for storing the 
data and performing in-memory data execution. The processing 
is scalable to around 1000s nodes and beyond with high 
throughput and low latency of performance power [26], [67]. 

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS  
The spatiotemporal big data aspect focuses on different 

frameworks and learning of them. The big data is a large scale 
of 4V’s of data, and data type is increasing in the form of 
unstructured data, which needs proper analysis to perform and 
optimization of work to make big data the structured data. As 
spatiotemporal big data is complex to manage, store and 
execute in normal database, it requires advanced architectural 
characteristics and feature attributes of databases that can assist 
in managing, storing, and decision making. Thus, 
spatiotemporal big data can create a strong framework that can 
help predict the future results based on the current knowledge. 
The framework makes an intelligent system of artificial 
intelligence, mobility, Internet of Everything (IoE) and Internet 
of Things (IoT) of big data from many devices, and social 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HADOOP, SAMZA, STORM, SPARK,  

AND FLINK ON THE BASIS OF SPATIOTEMPORAL BIG DATA 
 Apache Hadoop 

[13], [18], [57], 
[59], [68], [69], 

[70], [71] 

Apache Samza 
[14], [22], [72] 

Apache Storm 
[20], [22], [64] 

Apache Spark 
[24], [30], [57], [61], 

[71], [73] 

Apache Flink 
[26], [58], [67], [73] 

Processing engine Batch  
Processing 

Streaming – 
Kafka 

Streaming – 
Trident 

Real Time & Micro 
Batch Streaming – 
Hbase, Cloudera, and 
Impala 

Run time streaming  
Kappa or Lambda 

Storage layer HDFS, YARN, 
MapReduce 

MapReduce, 
HDFS 

YARN MapReduce MapReduce, Storm 

In-memory 
processing 

No No hash map 
(topology) 

DAG Explicit memory 
management  

Processing power Petabytes data API Pipelines Millions T/s/n* 100x faster 1000s nodes 
Fault tolerance Clusters YARN Auto Reset High exactly-once processing  
Scalability Distributed/ Grid Partitioned Parallel Parallel/Cluster Distributed 
Reliability Single batch Message Tuple  Objects/Data Stream Objects/Data Stream 
Programming 
language 

Java JVM only Any Any 
(Java/Python/R/Scala) 

Any (Java/Scala) 

*millions of Tuples per second per nodes (millions T/s/n) 

TABLE III 
FEATURE COMPARISON OF HADOOP, SPATIAL HADOOP, SAMZA, STORM, SPARK, GEOSPARK,  

SPATIAL SPARK, FLINK BASED ON SPATIOTEMPORAL ATTRIBUTES OF BIG DATA 
 

Apache Hadoop 
Apache 
Samza 

[14], [22], 
[73]–[80] 

Apache 
Storm 

[20], [22], 
[30], [64], 

[78],  
[81]–[83] 

Apache Spark 
Apache 
Flink 

[26], [58], 
[67], [73], 
[82], [84], 

[85] 

 Hadoop 
[13], [18], 
[57], [59], 
[86], [87], 
[88], [89], 

[90] 

Spatial 
Hadoop 

[57], [59], 
[81], [91], 
[92], [93] 

Spark  
[24], [30], 
[94]–[97] 

Geo Spark 
[30], [57], 
[58], [61], 
[98], [99] 

Spatial 
Spark 

[30], [57], 
[58], 

[100], 
[101] 

Query language / 
Domain specific 
languages 

Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y 

Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

Spatiotemporal data N Y N Y N Y Y Y 

Spatial partitioning N Y N N N Y Y Y 

With indexing Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
Without indexing N Y N Y Y N Y Y 
Topological relationships: 

Contains Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Contained by N Y N Y Y N Y Y 
Cross Y Y N N Y N Y Y 
Equal Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Disjoints Y Y N N Y N N Y 
Intersects N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Joins Y Y Y Y Y Y (limit) Y Y 
Touch N N N N N N N Y 
Within distance N Y Y N Y N Y Y 
K-nearest neighbours Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y 

Clustering N N N Y Y Y Y Y 

Real-time 
spatiotemporal query 
tools 

Suitable ESRI tool 
Samza 
SQL 

Tiny Storm 
SQL Spark SQL Geospatial 

SQL 
Spatial 

SparkSQL 

Flink 
streaming 

SQL 
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medium of data generation needs accuracy of spatial and 
temporal datasets. The growth of big data and contribution of 
Apache Foundation come with Apache Hadoop for big data 
processing. This innovation leads to a new knowledge ground 
that will assist in processing, managing, storing of big data in 
respect to spatial and temporal features in the database. 
Although many system tools are developed by other vendors in 
the market, they all use the basics of Apache Hadoop 
framework (as it is open source) and make one layer up on 
Hadoop as their own contribution of work to spatiotemporal big 
datasets. More and more advanced frameworks are developed 
by Apache and among them five different frameworks are 
discussed in the research. These five frameworks are arranged 
in the form of Table II and Table III. The focus of study is to 
portrait work done in the aspect of spatiotemporal big data on 
different frameworks. These two tables show the comparative 
study of five frameworks focused on the architectural 
characteristics and feature attributes of spatiotemporal big data. 
Table II shows the comparison of five frameworks based on 
eight architectural characteristics of spatiotemporal big 
dataApache Spark and Apache Flink are more effective 
frameworks to be used for executing the spatiotemporal big 
data. The frameworks use different programing languages as 
Apache Spark uses all big data programing language (Java, 
Python, Scala, and R), which makes it more effective to be used 
by more customers compared to other frameworks. Apache 
Spark is a fast cluster computing framework for big data with 
real-time analyses, and Apache Flink uses the run time 
streaming of data to execute more data faster. 

Table III subdivides frameworks into stations of ten different 
attributes to solve the spatiotemporal big data problems. The 
study implies query language, domain specific language, 
spatiotemporal data, spatial partitioning, with/without 
indexing, topological relationships, k-nearest neighbour, and 
clustering features offered in these different frameworks. The 
working on these attributes is reflected as references to 
different authors that gives a proof of study in the form of yes 
(y) or no (n) and also additional study was required to perform 
the remaining features. 
 

V. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK 
The spatiotemporal aspect in big data allows for additional 

projection of learning on different frameworks that can assist 
in performing more tasks during less time of cycles. The study 
is based on the comparison of architectural characteristics and 
feature attributes of frameworks. Some frameworks have been 
discussed in [57], where some features are available and 
unavailable in frameworks (Hadoop-GIS, Spatial Hadoop, 
GeoSpark, SpatialSpark, and Stark) with some ambiguity in 
[57]. According to the qualitative study on the spatiotemporal 
aspects in big data presented in Table II and Table III, Apache 
Spark and Apache Flink are more advanced and stable 
frameworks to work on spatiotemporal big data but some 
features still need to be trained and tested to find the strong 
proof of work done in the study. The comparison of 
architectures and features among many frameworks has been 

performed with many high priority attributes used to handle the 
big data with spatial and temporal data in them. Tables II and 
III give a complete overview of aspects involved in managing 
spatiotemporal aspects in big data. First, in Table II, 
architectural characteristics are processing of engine, storing 
capacity in layers, in-memory processing, processing power, 
fault tolerance, scalability, reliability, and programming 
language to execute programs/functions in the system. The 
architectural characteristics show that Apache Spark and 
Apache Flink handle spatiotemporal aspects in big data more 
accurately and efficiently. Apache Spark gives real-time data 
streaming with micro-batch streaming using HBase, Cloudera, 
and Impala structures and Apache Flink gives run-time 
streaming using Kappa or Lambda structures. Spark has 
MapReduce storage scheme with 100x faster processing 
because of DAG in-memory processing method and Flink has 
MapReduce but also Storm storage scheme with 1000s nodes 
processing because of explicit memory management. Spark 
gives parallel and cluster scalability, high tolerance, object/data 
streaming and Flink gives distributed scalability, exactly-once 
processing tolerance, objects/data streaming. Spark has been 
supported by Java/Python/R/Scala and Flink has Java/Scala 
programming languages. Second, in Table III, feature 
comparison of frameworks includes query language/domain 
specific languages, spatiotemporal data, spatial partitioning, 
with indexing, without indexing, topological relationships 
(contains, contained by, cross, equal, disjoints, intersects, joins, 
touch, within distance), k-nearest neighbours, clustering, and 
real-time spatiotemporal query tools. The feature comparison 
shows that Apache Flink is more accurate, efficient, and 
effective framework among all of them. Flink has all features 
available in it and has Flink StreamingSQL environment to 
work on spatiotemporal aspects in big data. These attributes 
show how the frameworks are similar/dissimilar to each other 
and which one is more powerful to handle big data with 
spatiotemporal features in it. 
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